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INTRODUCTION. FIRST FISH,  
THEN MEDIATION

Figure I.1. Detail of the ceramic 

mural designed by Jordi Bonet for 

the rotunda of the Charles S. Curtis 

Memorial Hospital, which opened 

in St. Anthony in 1966. St. Anthony, 

Newfoundland and Labrador, 2011. 

Photograph by author.

The fish came first. It is a bright November day on the northernmost tip of 
the island of Newfoundland. Wave upon wave ferries in on the rocky coasts 
that contour where land ends and the North Atlantic rises. At our back is 
L’Anse aux Meadows. Jellyfish Cove. That marker of the fallibility of the At-
lantic. Of Norse ambition. Of the promise of colonial contact to come. Farther 
back still, closer to the geometric and geological center of the triangularly 
shaped island, is Gros Morne, a plateau that was once the bottom of the Iape-
tus Ocean. The Proto- Atlantic. It is a place of very old bivalves, corals, cepha-
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lopods. A place of inscription and first fish. From the peak of the plateau you 
look out over gray- green elemental water. Ocean to ocean. Fish of the past 
and fish of the future. Paleontology. Fishery. This is the promise of extraction.

The fish came first. The Beothuks were refugees in the making. With the ar-
rival of European colonial settlement in the seventeenth century, the Beo-
thuks were forced to cede their coastal modes of living to British and French 
settlers. They had to go from bone harpoons to arrow points. A forced depar-
ture from sea to land. Fish to the Beothuk were a precontact world of life. The 
opposite of extinction.

The fish came first. For North Atlantic fisherfolk involved in undertaking late 
nineteenth- century fishery, this was an existential decision. Off the coast of 
the island of Newfoundland and up into the Labrador Sea, thousands of set-
tler colonists would stake their claims in the resource boom- and- bust econ-
omy that was part of the lifeblood of Britain’s oldest colony. This New Found 
Land, the easternmost edge of the North American continent, was part of 
the first wave of European colonization, and by the turn of the twentieth cen-
tury, it was a full- fledged resource frontier operating across the spectrum of 
colonial capitalism. The settler fisherfolk, having supplanted the Beothuk by 

Figure I.2. Spoon, saw, and scissors 

found at a former Beothuk site on 

the Exploits River; the Beothuk would 

rework tools retrieved from settler  

outport fishing communities to serve 

as part of their hunting tools, includ-

ing arrowheads and harpoon tips. 

“The Beothuk,” Newfoundland and 

Labrador Heritage, www.heritage.nf.ca 

/articles/aboriginal/beothuk.php.
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the early nineteenth century through forced expulsions, the transmission of 
disease, and other means of colonial settlement, were engaged in a mercan-
tile system that privileged the extraction, processing, and distribution of fish, 
largely Gadus morhua; their specie was Atlantic cod. Sun, salt, and air had to 
give way to bone- dry fish. This was their promise of extraction.

The fish came first. Fossil, food, commodity. Natural history, ontology, 
economy. The promise of extraction. This is a book about the making and 
breaking of that promise. I begin with the afterlives of North Atlantic fish 
as a means of reflecting on how resource frontiers get made and unmade 
through what I call infrastructural mediation. Mediation is certainly a complex 
and emergent conceptual terrain. Scholars across media studies and beyond 
have sought to assess how it both divides and connects “channels and pro-
tocols”;1 merges and remediates old and new media forms;2 is at the heart 
of the “genesis of the media concept,” particularly across the philological re-
cord;3 and encompasses a vertical field of control at a distance.4 Mediation is 

Figure I.3. “Big cod fish from the trap, Battle Harbour, Labrador.” Photograph from 

Holloway, Through Newfoundland with the Camera. 
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an inferred process that appears across practices of communication. It high-
lights how such practices come into being and what ontological, epistemolog-
ical, and material ground is both covered and bound together through such 
practices. I anchor mediation in environmental media studies and attempt to 
bring it to bear on current debates surrounding colonial forms of environ-
ment making that emerge across the sites of extractive capitalism. “Frontiers 
aren’t just discovered at the edge,” as Anna Tsing has it; “they are projects 
in making geographical and temporal experience.”5 Infrastructural mediation 
designates a process that attends to the materialization of infrastructural ar-
rangements across past, present, and future colonial lifeworlds, with particu-
lar attention to the contested sites created by extractive capitalism.

Infrastructures, as Lauren Berlant suggests, are not rigid systems that 
structurally condition social formations. Rather, they are defined by their 
“patterning of social form,” their capacity to account for the emergence of 
certain organizations of life over others.6 Across the Global North and South, 
for all the talk of our depleted planet, the project of resource frontier mak-
ing recursively returns, from ocean floor to glacial peak. Resources are seem-
ingly always and everywhere made to appear, though predominantly across 
the precarious ecosystems that have been at the margins of historical zones 
of extraction, through practices of communication understood as an infra-
structural condition of transportation and a more general political economy 
of capitalist logistics. The processes of extraction that characterize particu-
lar appropriated environments are akin to the mediating properties of con-
ventional media technologies. The protocol of sender- signal- receiver is anal-
ogous to and, given our planetary condition of carbon saturation, superseded 
by processes of extraction, commoditization, and distribution — a resource 
frontier is an extractive medium. Infrastructural mediation tracks the mobile 
and world- creating material politics, as well as their associated infrastructural 
arrangements, that subtend such processes of extraction. Mediation is not 
simply nor always bound to technical objects. It is also a “living mediation.”7 
Infrastructural mediation is a means to examine how colonial lifeworlds, sub-
jectivities, and affects come into being through the design, building, mainte-
nance, and repair of infrastructures that respond to resource frontier – making 
projects as settler media- making projects as well. It is to a subarctic resource 
frontier, a colonial environment where settler spaces and times are experien-
tially made through the deployment of infrastructural arrangements, that I 
turn to ask: How are frontier- making projects themselves made?

Over the course of Slow Disturbance I become immersed in the world of the 
historical North Atlantic extractive fishery and remain submerged within a 
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largely forgotten and overlooked microcosm of the British colonial domain: 
northern Newfoundland and Labrador. Britain’s first colony was also its first 
resource frontier. I track this frontier through the lives of the settler fisher-
folk who shored up the imperial fishery in this region from roughly the 1880s 
to the 1950s. In order to follow their fates across this frontier- in- the- making, 
I foreground how their lives and livelihoods were subject to forms of infra-
structural mediation largely enacted by an evangelical Protestant medical 
mission established in the region to minister to these “toilers of the deep.”8 
Medical doctor Wilfred Grenfell began traveling to the outports along the 
coasts of northern Newfoundland and Labrador in 1892 aboard the medical 
ship Albert sent by the Royal National Mission to Deep Sea Fishermen. In 
the popular North Atlantic imagination, Grenfell is a little- known and am-
biguous figure: doctor, pseudo- saint, author, fundraiser, and missionary.9 
Yet in recent literature, Grenfell is seen to an ever- greater extent as a so-
cial reformer who “intervened to change the patterns of living” in northern 
Newfoundland and Labrador.10 The mission he worked to establish, culmi-
nating in the incorporation of the International Grenfell Association (iga) 
in 1914, would eventually oversee the construction and functioning of hospi-
tals, nursing stations, schools, orphanages, cooperative stores, and light in-
dustries, among other institutional types, becoming a vast northern health 
network that the iga ran until, in 1981, it was finally transferred to provin-
cial control. Known as Grenfell Regional Health Services, it merged with the 
Health Labrador Corporation in 2005 to create the Labrador- Grenfell Re-
gional Health Authority.

The Grenfell Mission is one of those submerged historiographic entities 
that is difficult though essential to call forth within the context of environ-
mental and postcolonial media studies — below the surface of disciplinary 
attention and concern. To become immersed in its world is an attempt to 
open these fields, and media studies more broadly, to the marginal, so- called 
minor histories of mediation that inform how we can theorize the relation-
ships between settler colonial projects and the emergence of mediating infra-
structures.11 For the mission was a forceful and environment- responsive me-
diating entity that relied on a host of infrastructures to reshape the resource 
frontier inhabited and created by the fisherfolk of northern Newfoundland 
and Labrador. Much like Tsing’s ethnographic coproduction of the Meratus 
Mountains of Indonesia or the shaded and foraged matsutake forests span-
ning the globe,12 this is an effort, shifted into the realm of media historiogra-
phy, to think alongside the local livelihoods that gave shape to a particular re-
source frontier in the process of its becoming: “Frontier — not a place or even 
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a process but an imaginative project capable of molding both places and pro-
cesses.”13 The Grenfell Mission, informed by imperial legacies of social reform 
and colonial administration, devised an evolving set of infrastructural ar-
rangements as the means of fashioning the right frontier. Each chapter that 
makes up this book pauses on how these infrastructures were bound up in 
the infrastructural mediation the mission was there to undertake — its evan-
gelical and colonial imaginative project that projected a reformed resource 
frontier into the future through the building of a progressive and standard- 
setting medical infrastructure (chapter 1); the design of a radical and equita-
ble system of cooperative finance (chapter 2); the mapping of the North Coast 
of Labrador through an experimental aerial surveying technique (chapter 3); 
and, finally, the mission’s use of film to shape metropolitan perceptions of 
“need” prevailing on the coasts (chapter 4). These were attempts to shore up 
and recast the extractive conditions that prevailed in northern Newfound-
land and Labrador from the late nineteenth century well into the twentieth.

Building on Lisa Parks and Nicole Starosielski’s situating of a media infra-
structure studies that can apprehend “the materialities of things, sites, peo-
ple, and processes that locate media distribution within systems of power,” 
Slow Disturbance extends this dynamic and relational approach to the for-
mation of a historic resource frontier and its reliance on the deployment of 
infrastructure.14 Here, as the case of the Grenfell Mission shows, this medi-
ation was infrastructural in its refashioning of the fisherfolk’s ambient en-
vironment. If, as Parks and Starosielksi contend, “infrastructures and envi-
ronments dynamically mediate and remediate one another,” it follows that 
this rescaling and investment in the minor, if deeply articulated, world of the 
Grenfell Mission and the fisherfolk of northern Newfoundland and Labrador 
can inform how scholars working across environmental, postcolonial, and 
media infrastructure studies theorize the site- specific forms of infrastruc-
tural mediation that sustain past and present colonial resource frontiers. As 
Ann Stoler notes, “ ‘Minor’ histories should not be mistaken for trivial ones. 
Nor are they iconic, mere microcosms of events played out elsewhere on a 
larger central stage.” Rather, they suggest “a differential political temper and 
a critical space.”15 Cephalopod, extinction, extraction. These are all processes 
of infrastructural mediation that are sedimented within the Grenfell Mission  
as a settler infrastructural story, its hospitals, docks, airstrips, roads, co-
operative financial systems, and aerial surveys constituting the infrastruc-
tural legacies that marked its North Atlantic field of operations. The mis-
sion’s ongoing historiographical narrative that I both quiet and situate here 
is a means of mining how settler infrastructure making is an accretive process 
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that binds together both the fisherfolk’s lives as colonial pasts and the deeply 
felt settler colonial present. The very term frontier can sometimes obscure 
the real and affective homes that come to be built on the original displace-
ments enacted by the promise of extraction. I deploy it here as a reminder 
of the temporal tensions that reside in settler colonial geographies between 
colonists (for whom frontiers become homes) and colonized (for whom fron-
tiers are “the land”).16 This is a particularly Canadian legacy that permeates 
the settler state’s claims to its territory. The settlers not only extracted, but 
stayed. As Patrick Wolfe has it, “Invasion is a structure not an event.”17 This 
ongoing legacy requires settler Canadians to denaturalize the environments 
they inhabit in order to allow their colonial past not only to become geo-
graphically legible but also to become infrastructural, that is, extended into 
the present across chains of settler colonial materiality and accountability.

I write this book in the hope of troubling the instrumental present- 
mindedness that underlies the staking and consolidation of resource fron-
tiers through the current practices of extractive capitalism. The North At-
lantic fishery, particularly its sad and telling manifestation in the province of 
Newfoundland and Labrador, is a surprisingly urgent and useful story of col-
lapse.18 The 1992 cod moratorium, a government edict that essentially marked 
the end of a five- hundred- year resource frontier, is a harsh object lesson in 
the ecological finiteness that actually underlies ocean resources. It was harsh 
in the toll it exacted on the people who were reliant on this frontier to sustain 
future- oriented livelihoods: “The activity of the frontier is to make human 
subjects as well as natural objects.”19 Resource frontiers, particularly oceanic 
ones, are indeed peopled. From forced displacements to colonial settlement, 
the ocean as a resource horizon is a case in point of an environment to be 
made available for extraction. Much like Macarena Gómez- Barris’s exem-
plary effort to examine the subjugated if embodied knowledges that perme-
ate contemporary Latin American “extractive zones,” largely through creative 
Indigenous resistance movements, Slow Disturbance slides into a situated his-
tory of infrastructural mediation to uncover the lives and livelihoods of long- 
standing settler colonists in northern Newfoundland and Labrador.20

Like many colonial geographies, this settler colonialism is a sedimented 
overlay of waves of imperial arrival: stretching back to the sixteenth century, 
wave upon wave of largely French and British colonists took possession of the 
island of Newfoundland and parts of Labrador.21 This historical colonial pres-
ence serves to reify and obscure the colonial identities of the fisherfolk that 
the Grenfell Mission was there to serve. By the late nineteenth century, the 
British imperial imaginary considered these “Vikings of Today” as an impov-
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erished, exploited, and threatened population in need of aid; in some, if not 
all, respects, the colonizers had come to resemble the colonized.22 The mis-
sion sought to hold up their white, Anglo- Saxon, and laboring bodies as par-
ticularly worthy of medical and other forms of imperial care, with Dr. Gren-
fell himself seeking to embody and act out a form of muscular Christianity 
capable of modeling the corporeal potential white fisherfolk bodies held.23 
Through immersion in the thick of this settler colonial society, this book sets 
out to map the under- examined divides between colonist (the fisherfolk) and 
colonizer (largely British mercantile firms engaged in the extractive fishery), 
with the mediating agency of the Grenfell Mission serving to mold this rela-
tionship through social reform – minded practical therapy. While I do not lose 
sight of the extinction of the Beothuk, nor of the progressive colonization 
and marginalization of Innu, Inuit, Mi’kmaq, and Métis across Newfound-
land and Labrador, my aim is to articulate this historical resource frontier as 
a site of infrastructural mediation directed toward the fisherfolk as a group 
of settler colonists: How was this North Atlantic settler colonialism a mediat-
ing project? What sort of infrastructures did it rely on? What experiences of 
the resource frontier did the Grenfell Mission create? Taking up these ques-
tions requires readers to attend to the site specificities of extractive capital-
ism in this North Atlantic world, particularly as it was an apex of the Brit-
ish Empire’s colonial environment making. In this context, the promise of 
extraction was made and performed by fisherfolk, colonial agents and ad-
ministrators, merchants, and missionaries. Indigenous lives were co- opted 
by these extractive networks and affected by the Grenfell Mission’s medi-
cal enterprise. They suffered from the promises of extraction. Whether “re-
source” frontier or “salvage” frontier, “where making, saving, and destroying 
resources are utterly mixed up,” Slow Disturbance shows how extraction is 
predicated on forms of infrastructural mediation that were tailored, through 
missionary intervention, to the fisherfolk of northern Newfoundland and 
Labrador.24 These historical and environmental echoes can be heard in cur-
rent promises of extraction — sites of enclosure where commodities are made 
to emerge, sites of past and future fish.

Infrastructural Mediation
Resource frontiers are emergent. They become surveyed, staked, and ex-
tracted. Once a raw environmental phenomenon in a given location is ex-
hausted, extractive practices shift to other sites. This book is immersed in the 
middle of the process of extraction — the medium of the resource frontier. En-
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vironmental media studies has begun to attend to the evolving set of mate-
rial practices and substances that subtend the production and dissemination 
of media technologies, institutions, and discourses. Janet Walker and Nicole 
Starosielski specify that much of the scholarship coming under this banner, 
following that of Eva Horn, evinces “anti- ontological” approaches that shift 
away from essentialist conceptions of the constitution of media, whether in-
stitutional, discursive, or technological, and move toward ways of conceiving 
of media “as conditions of possibility for events and processes.”25 This insta-
bility underlying what media are and can be opens up the possibility of trying 
to account for the degree to which ecological conditions are intertwined with, 
or indeed constitutive of, mediating processes. Recent work by John Durham 
Peters has extended this environmental sensibility underpinning the me-
dium concept to establish its interchangeability with environment making: 
“The old idea that media are environments can be flipped: environments are 
also media.”26 Peters establishes the existential stakes of expanded media, 
specifying how they provide “infrastructures and forms of life”;27 they are, 
following a tradition he situates extending back through Friedrich Kittler, 
James Carey, Lewis Mumford, Harold Innis, and Martin Heidegger, “modes 
of being.”28 I share Peters’s call to uncover processes of mediation and the 
environmental media forms they rely on. However, rather than pursue his 
timely and important investment in non- anthropomorphic modes of com-
munication, I shift this turn to environments as media in order to examine 
how the Grenfell Mission was part of a broader process of infrastructural me-
diation driven by a settler logic of control and a homiletic practice predicated 
on the materialization of physical good works — as I examine in chapter 1, the 
design, building, and maintenance of an equally colonial and infrastructural 
plant. This re- anthropomorphizing of Peters’s environments- are- media argu-
ment is a means of rendering accountable the media- enabled existential con-
ditions experienced by particular people across precise periods of time, nota-
bly at such acute sites where settler colonialism was moved along by waves of 
extractive capitalism. Resource frontiers make this tension between a given 
environment, mediating processes, and a laboring anthropos apparent; they 
are, like many media, always in between, relaying, caught in the making.

Infrastructural mediation also attempts to show how resource frontiers 
are reliant on modes of control that can account for and extend from their 
surrounding ecological conditions. This is inspired by the articulation of en-
vironmental media undertaken in Starosielski’s The Undersea Network, where 
she notes how fiber- optic cable networks possess a complex interplay across 
distinct environmental contexts that oscillate between “strategies of insula-
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tion,” which enable smooth connection regardless of their surrounding ecol-
ogy, and “strategies of interconnection,” which ground infrastructural ar-
rangements in local social and ecological conditions.29 The Grenfell Mission’s 
particular form of infrastructural mediation was a hybrid of both strategies. 
For example, the medical infrastructure it built in the region was shaped by 
the length and habitation patterns along the coasts, which grew out of early 
forms of merchant philanthropy, while it also introduced entirely modern 
medical technologies, such as the x- ray. This infrastructural mediation at-
tempted to account for the status the colony held as a multivalent depen-
dency. Indeed, historically, the colony of Newfoundland was an integral part 
of the British Empire’s network of resource- producing colonies. As one of 
the earliest comprehensive histories of the colony of Newfoundland remarks: 
“The island of Newfoundland has been considered, in all former times, as a 
great ship moored near the Banks during the fishing season, for the conve-
nience of English fishermen. The Governor was considered the ship’s captain, 
and those who were concerned in the fishery business as his crew, and subject 
to naval discipline while there, and expected to return to England when the 
season was over.”30 This was a near history that the mission had to contend 
with in devising its plans of medical and, eventually, social reform.

The First Annual Report of the International Grenfell Association, published 
in 1914, was a pamphlet intended for wide distribution across the mission’s 
network, and it demonstrates the extent of the process of infrastructural me-
diation the missionary organization had accomplished since its beginnings 
in the 1890s. Ranging across its hospital ships, hospitals, and cottage hospi-
tals (or nursing stations), the mission had treated 6,855 outpatients and 490 
inpatients, with a total number of days of hospital care of 22,628.31 Add to 
this the orphanage, school, and work of the industrial department in St. An-
thony,32 the headquarters of the mission on the Northern Peninsula of New-
foundland, as well as the King George V Seamen’s Institute in St. John’s,33 
and a more comprehensive picture of the scope of the infrastructural medi-
ation the mission undertook comes into focus. Its physical infrastructure of 
care would be tallied, insured, renovated, built on, and generally improved 
on as the years passed (I touch on these efforts in chapter 1). New hospital 
boats would be built that could better withstand the ice and compensate for 
the poor knowledge of the subaquatic coastline. Yet running from roughly 
1914 to 1927, while the mission moved toward a more centralized and bu-
reaucratic system of organization that somewhat reduced Grenfell’s idio-
syncratic influence, the latter would nonethless continue to be felt through 
a wide range of schemes of reform. Much like the cooperative system that 
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he had put in place in the 1890s (chapter 2), which he continued to bolster 
through educational initiatives, Grenfell also brought to bear other forms of 
infrastructural mediation that drew on both the value placed on utility in 
the social gospel movement and Grenfell’s faith that improvements could be 
made by directing social Darwinism toward the correct, Christ- centric and 
action- oriented steering influence. As a whole, these practices of infrastruc-
tural mediation make up a series of episodes in the mission’s existence that 
foreground how its human subject of reform, while intensely local, was open 
to and integrated in multiple, mobile networks of global influence across such 
fields of endeavor as medical innovation, military production, and agricul-
tural experimentation.

In Slow Disturbance I focus on four practices of reform that articulate the 
mission’s understanding of infrastructural mediation that could minister to 
the fisherfolk of northern Newfoundland and Labrador. Their efforts at mis-
sionary reform espoused a particular version of the Protestant homiletic tra-
dition that sought to shape both the lives of fisherfolk and their ambient en-
vironments through a series of infrastructural incursions. A more ambitious 
book could spend time examining the wider array of reformative practices, as 
I touch on below, that evince the mission’s reliance on the building of infra-
structural capacity with the aim of reconfiguring this North Atlantic resource 
frontier. A partial inventory of these reformative practices includes: the in-
troduction of whole wheat flour into the Labrador household diet to combat 
malnutrition; the invention of a textile known as Grenfell cloth as a result of 
Grenfell’s participation in World War I, during which he observed the need 
for a waterproof uniform for soldiers from fabric that took its origins in Lab-
rador’s fishing industry;34 the implementation of a comprehensive local craft 
industry to produce hooked, silk- stocking mats and other goods that would 
be sold in London, Boston, and New York, with the entire enterprise coordi-
nated by Jessie Luther, a pioneer in the occupational therapy movement; the 
introduction of rational dietary measures, largely based on research around 
the unlimited possibilities of the soybean by Dr. John Harvey Kellogg and, on 
the industrial aspect of its potential applications, the Ford Motor Company; 
the sustaining of an experimental agriculture division in contact with the 
American government’s own installation at Rampart, Alaska, that also built 
numerous glass greenhouses with panes derived from a soybean compound; 
and finally, the use of publication and promotion, from magic lantern slides 
to travel books to Metropolitan Opera fundraisers, in order to create a donat-
ing public for the mission’s philanthropic enterprise. While a constant behind 
all these practices of reform is the labor performed by the fisherfolk and the 
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larger fate of the colony’s fishing industry, the mission was working toward 
establishing new terms of mediation for northern Newfoundland and Labra-
dor by shoring up the missionary organization as the sole medical provider 
to the settler fisherfolk. By situating an understanding of mediation that is 
inextricably shaped by its time and place, by its immersion in what Berlant 
calls the “lifeworld of structure,” in this respect I follow other environmen-
tal media scholars who have taken up Sarah Kember and Joanna Zylinska’s 
analogous argument that “mediation can be seen as another term for ‘life,’ 
being- in and emerging- with the world.”35 Parks and Starosielski describe how 
“this approach troubles any clear distinction between what we consider to be 
media infrastructure, such as a broadcast transmitter, and sites and processes 
typically thought of as its ‘environment.’ ”36 I would add that Kember and Zy-
linska’s articulation of mediation opens up important stakes for media stud-
ies in examining the constitution of unconventional sites of mediation, such 
as resource frontiers, and how these sites are articulated in and through the 
organization of settler infrastructural projects.

These stakes largely revolve around a shift away from approaching me-
dia as discrete objects toward framing them within analyses that focus on 
them instead as “processes of mediation.”37 This argument has resurfaced 
across environmental media studies, media archeology, and other materialist 
analyses of mediating forms through their emphasis on the mobile constitu-
tion of “media” as not only “events and processes” but also, as Jennifer Ga-
brys’s articulation of remote sensing technologies bears out, world- making 
infrastructures reliant on the durational aspects of mediation.38 Kember and 
Zylinksa note in Life after New Media that mediation is a complex and hetero-
geneous process: the “originary process of media emergence, with media be-
ing seen as (ongoing) stabilizations of the media flow.”39 They work through 
what they see as the different incarnations of the term mediation. Ranging 
from Marxist theory’s reconciliation of two opposing forces in a given soci-
ety embodied within a given mediating object to mainstream media studies 
and its view of mediation as a “ ‘mediating factor of a given culture’ which 
takes the form of ‘the medium of communication itself.’ ”40 These, in their 
estimation, “structuralist” and “static” accounts of the process of mediation 
tend to focus on media “effects” brought about by distinct, identifiable, and 
usually exclusively human subjects that nonetheless work through and on 
material objects.41 By way of contrast, for Kember and Zylinksa, mediation is 
an active and ongoing process of co- emergence at the biological and sociocul-
tural levels (“that is an intrinsic condition of being- in, and becoming- with, 
the technological world”).42 The biopolitical sensibility that permeates their 
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understanding of vital mediation was a powerful corrective to contempora-
neous debates surrounding the emergence of new media as both scholarly 
objects and a subfield of media studies. This emphasis on the lifeness of me-
diation, and on media as temporal processes embedded in articulating con-
tested conceptions of that vital experience, of being inevitably bound to these 
twin phenomena, establishes a conceptual bridge to my deployment of infra-
structural mediation through this minor history of the Grenfell Mission. The 
mission story offers a prehistory of sorts to understanding how constitutive 
processes of mediation are to their social and environmental contexts — in 
this case, the fisherfolks’ lives and biopolitical lifetimes — that the Grenfell 
Mission was so actively shaping through the practice of infrastructural medi-
ation, that is, expanded, often ecologically inflected processes of mediation, 
from medical infrastructure to aerial surveying, that enabled and extended 
the operation of a particular resource frontier that registered these practices 
as an evolving environmental medium.

It is also an effort to shift recent articulations of “story” as a “material or-
dering practice,” largely anchored in historical geography and its allied fields, 
into the purview of environmental media studies.43 This book asks how set-
tler infrastructural stories can be told in such a way as to highlight how they 
are bound up with processes of infrastructural mediation — that their ongo-
ing and material durations have to be taken into account across anticolonial 
futures. It is by performing an infrastructural storying of the mission that I 
lay out a propositional methodology that can account for the lifeness of pro-
cesses of mediation across such resource frontiers. While this method shares 
a sensibility with what Vivian Sobchack calls the “family features” of media ar-
cheology, most notably in its emphasis on the material dimensions of media 
as “forms and structures,” it nonetheless shifts attention to the settler ma-
terialities and colonial capacities that tracing such mobile sites of infrastruc-
tural mediation present.44 Rather than attempt an archeological excavation 
of the deep materiality of various media, whether narrowly circumscribed 
and technical or more broadly environmental, I pursue this method of infra-
structural storying that asks analogous questions about how resource fron-
tiers register processes of mediation that are durational and, in this instance, 
that extend settler colonial logics of extraction into the material order of 
the present. Infrastructural storying is a practice that sees stories as “modes 
of relation and intervention,” a dimension of this method that I address in 
greater detail in chapter 4, and it asks environmental media studies to assem-
ble stories about extractivism that can account for the sedimented processes 
of mediation that underlie its sense of legitimacy.45 This sedimentation is 
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not one- dimensionally archeological but rather extends across the practices 
that order how infrastructures are made, used, and repurposed — how both 
these practices and infrastructures come to co- constitute settler geographies 
of extraction. The Grenfell Mission as it appears in this book is thus one such 
manifestation of the practice of infrastructural storying. The mission story 
is one that works through the infrastructural dimensions of processes of me-
diation and how they can be made accountable for our current conjuncture 
defined by an extractive capitalism seeking out new and increasingly fragile 
ecologies; it is, indeed, a historical echo within the “extractive zone” that in-
forms how contemporary media theory and environmental media studies can 
start to account for “medianatures” bound not only to a materialism of dis-
crete media objects but also to a broader and more urgent set of oceanic, ter-
restrial, and atmospheric extractive practices: infrastructural mediations.46

Prehistories of Environmental Media: The Cod Fisheries
Across the province of Newfoundland and Labrador many of the buildings 
the mission built are still standing, the lie of the roads they traced paved 
smooth, and the localization of medical care in coastal communities through-
out northern Newfoundland and Labrador an ongoing reminder of where the 
mission had been. While incorporated as the International Grenfell Associa-
tion in 1914, “the Mission,” as it is still referred to locally, was a vast, interna-
tional network of volunteer labor. Women and men, as nurses, doctors, nu-
tritionists, caregivers, teachers, craft instructors, carpenters, and bricklayers 
from all over Canada, the United Kingdom, the United States, and Austra-
lia, among other countries, came through the mission’s headquarters in the 
town of St. Anthony and on to the mission’s various nursing stations and 
hospitals along the coast of Labrador. All these laboring missionaries who 
were serving differing ideals of religious and secular obligation made up “a 
sort of Peace Corps.”47 This historical geography of missionary care belies the 
settler colonial reality underlying such a resilient and rooted town as St. An-
thony. As with many settler geographies, the passing of time has concealed 
original forms of dispossession that supplanted one set of (Indigenous) lives 
for extraction- driven settlement — the fish were made to come first. This is 
a sedimented reality that stretches across the settler state of Canada, and it 
is made all the more apparent through many rural towns’ thin veneer of ag-
ing colonial and “invasive” infrastructures.48 These places show the signs of 
settlement. This history of dispossession requires deft negotiation given the 
sense of attachment to place that old colonies, such as Newfoundland, both 
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celebrate and have a hard time acknowledging in relation to their absencing 
of Indigenous precedents — a colonial past “everywhere and nowhere at all.”49 
Slow Disturbance ties together these histories by foregrounding how the in-
frastructural mediation the Grenfell Mission put to bear on the fisherfolk of 
northern Newfoundland and Labrador was not only part of this settler colo-
nial project, but it functioned very practically to further marginalize Indige-
nous lives (and, later, land claims).

In many respects the mission operated at two speeds and across two dis-
tinct geographies. Its activities in Labrador came under the influence of its 
station at North West River, and mission workers there lived apart from, if 
alongside, Innu, Inuit, and Métis communities in the interior of Labrador 
and along its North Coast. As above all else a medical mission, providing es-
sential services to parts of the colony that had only ever been served by in-
termittent medical cruises, usually once a summer, the mission engaged with 
Indigenous realities and made them a marginal and sporadic part of their re-
forming, colonial enterprise (with the Inuit residents of the North Coast of 
Labrador already under the long influence of Moravian missionaries stretch-
ing back to the seventeenth century). The Grenfell Mission’s enactment of 
infrastructural mediation was both a settler colonial project and an every-
day homiletic practice that would reshape fisherfolk lives, their North Atlan-
tic extractive environment, and, in hindsight, relationships to the affective 
and practical management of a colonial order that persists today. This places 
equal emphasis on the emergent, durational character of infrastructural me-
diation that the book tracks across the Grenfell Mission story — it also makes 
my telling of the story into just such a media and historiographical event; like 
the promise of extraction, and as I will touch on in greater detail below, it is 
to be made and unmade through the Grenfell Mission archives, “generative 
substances” for epistemologies that pursue knowledge forms that privilege 
settler accountability,50 and the lived locales across northern Newfoundland 
and Labrador that are a testament to “the way it was.”51

This story is indeed a minor one.52 Marginal. It is worth recalling that such 
a minor history of the mission can also really only come from a collection of 
partial impressions — divergent, spaced across time, and told from multiple 
gender, class, and institutional positions. One of the clearest indicators of 
the mission’s human impact has been the memory work it has evoked.53 Its 
myriad volunteers over the mission’s nearly one hundred year existence were 
indeed marked by the experience. Often it was the pivotal moment in the 
arc of their lives. Mission work created a network of solidarity for many of 
its volunteers, with its fading, Victorian epitomizing of service continuously 
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changing over the years. Yet for all its obscure characters and locales, it is 
nonetheless a radically situated story that builds on Peters’s call for a turn to 
“infrastructuralism,” the obscure, marginalized backdrops to both media the-
ory as a field and the smooth apperance of modernity’s westernized daily life 
(as Paul Edwards writes, “to be modern means to live within and by means of 
infrastructures”).54 Peters specifies that “infrastructuralism shares a classic 
concern of media theory: the call to make environments visible.”55 Resource 
frontiers, environments that highlight the ecological and extractive capitalist 
power dynamics that inhere in and by infrastructure, are often left out of the 
concerns of media theory. With notable exceptions that I will address below, 
it is as if the pioneering work of Harold Innis on the material dimensions of 
natural resource extraction and circulation has faded into and been absorbed 
by the more diffuse materialisms under examination in environmental me-
dia studies that couple specific media technologies to a suite of underlying 
energetic and resource- based “footprints.”56 Much like Parks and Starosiel-
ski’s pursuit of a relational and materially interwoven media infrastructure 
studies, wherein environments are technologized and nonhuman entities not 
only possess agency but also constitute the ontological ground of mediation, 
this book sets out to highlight how processes of infrastructural mediation, 
such as those undertaken by the Grenfell Mission, can also be at the center 
of debates surrounding the constitution of contemporary extractive media 
environments.57

Early on in the emergence of environmental media studies, N. Kather-
ine Hayles urged media scholars to apprehend how “nature” and “simulation” 
(largely articulated through virtual reality spaces) are not opposed but rather 
the result of a recursive flow of interpretation and experience: “Instead of 
accepting a construction that opposes nature to simulation, I seek to arrive 
at an understanding of nature and simulation that foregrounds connections 
between them. Not two separate worlds, one natural and one simulated, es-
tranged from each other, but interfaces and permeable membranes through 
which the two flow and interpenetrate. Interactivity between the beholder 
and the world is the key.”58 Building on Hayles’s bounding of real and pro-
jected environments, in a simliar vein Ursula Heise weighed the merits of 
“environment” as a metaphor in media theory. She argued that media ecology 
and its deployment of textual “environments” could benefit from grounding 
the metaphor in the political ecologies of spatial experience afforded by par-
ticular, real world sites.59 In many respects scholarship across environmen-
tal media studies is an indirect response to Hayles’s and Heise’s attempts to 
account for the material and ecological substrata that undergird virtual me-
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dia environments. This body of scholarship has far exceeded a simple green-
ing of media ecology. It is infused by the political economic dimensions of  
Innis’s work as well as Kittler’s expansive definition of media as practices re-
liant on recording, storage, and processing and thus has taken shape around 
an investment in the politics and materialities of ecological situations and 
thought.60

This turn in environmental media studies could also be productively read 
as a return to the sited parochialism evident in Innis’s early considerations 
of the railway, the fur trade, and the Atlantic cod fishery.61 These sites of nat-
ural resource extraction, production, and dissemination could thus become 
the originary ground for the emergence of the ecological and material com-
mitments of environmental media studies. In addition, through their em-
phasis on, if not infrastructure in a narrow sense, then on infrastructure as a 
relationship- building phenonenon, as Susan Leigh Star and Karen Ruhleder 
observed,62 these considerations of the material networks that build out from 
and across distinct resource frontiers prefigure a media infrastructure stud-
ies capable of making its constituent environments visible and available for 
critique — as Liam Cole Young has it, Innis laid bare the “infrastructure of 
colonization.”63 Yet, as many scholars have noted, Innis’s resource frontiers 
were not particularly peopled, with an impartial sort of accounting given to 
settler colonial practices and their effects on Indigenous communities.64 As 
Peters generously puts it, Innis “was more interested in organization than in 
content.”65 Slow Disturbance takes up the task of tracing how the fisherfolk’s 
extractive environments came to co- shape the Grenfell Mission’s practices of 
infrastructural mediation. More than simply populating a particular resource 
frontier, the book thinks out from Innis’s generative expansion of the mate-
rial and ecological dimensions of the interrelations between extraction, infra-
structure, environment, and staples (that often served the mediating func-
tion of conventional media) with the aim of encouraging sited approaches to 
contemporary resource frontiers that take them as ecologically and politically 
defined by practices of infrastructural mediation that are capable of attend-
ing to their attachments to histories of settler colonialism. The “extractive 
view” is one that is historically specific and assembled through material prac-
tices.66 As Innis notes in The Cod Fisheries, the North Atlantic fishing indus-
try was reliant on a form of “exogenous” development. This was a constant, 
outward- looking mode of industrial and spatial organization. Through this 
structural arrangement, the coastlines of Newfoundland and Labrador, ex-
tending up to just below the Arctic circle, became precarious transit zones, or 
stages, in a sense that goes beyond the term’s designation of a utility- driven 
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outpost for fishing; they were sites of mediated life. Having readers spend 
time on this existential and infrastructural stage is an essential hoped- for 
outcome of this book.

This topographic critique of Innis’s work sometimes bypasses the “dirt re-
search” that shored up his scholarship in political economy. Innis spent time 
on rivers, in forests, and traveling along with cod fishers on the North Atlan-
tic.67 It was fieldwork of a kind and one that relied on a firsthand apprehen-
sion of on- the- ground economic realities. Innis’s writing on communication 
began in the early 1940s, with his book on the cod fisheries the direct prede-
cessor to the dissemination of his better- known work on center- periphery 
relations and the formation of monopolies of knowledge reliant on space or 
time biases. For Innis, too, the fish came first, with the opening pages of The 
Cod Fisheries describing the physiology of cod, the composition of their eggs, 
and their richly specific marine environment off the Grand Banks of New-
foundland.68 Published in 1940, the book sought to trace the gradual transi-
tion — or, in the case of the colony of Newfoundland, lack of transition — from 
forms of economic organization derived from commercialism to that of a cap-
italist system governed by economic growth, in the process offering a critical 
summary of the various pressures to which the Newfoundland fishery had 
been subject.69 These ranged from the advent of machine industry to the sub-
stitution of the wooden sailing vessel with the steamship and the railway to 
the effects of improvements in refrigeration and consumer patterns in urban 
centers. In his chapter 14 (“Capitalism in Newfoundland, 1886 – 1936”), Innis 
sketches a biting diagnosis of the collection of forces, changing communica-
tion and transportation technologies foremost among them, that led to the 
end of responsible government in the colony. His treatment of how the re-
lationship between social organization, mechanization, and technologically 
informed fishing techniques in Newfoundland shows how “Newfoundland 
was squeezed between two civilizations”: “She produced for tropical countries 
with low standards of living, and had to compete with other foodstuffs and 
goods purchased from highly industrialized countries.”70 Unlike The Bias of 
Communication and its sweeping, patterned mode of historical analysis, The 
Cod Fisheries is an attempt to understand the local stakes of “the history of 
an international economy” across multiple generations of the colony’s pop-
ulation. It was also a modulated work of advocacy, as Innis published the 
book in the midst of debates surrounding the projected independence of the  
colony.

The Cod Fisheries, with these contextual markers in mind, resonates more 
with current work in environmental media studies on processes of material-
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ization, infrastructure, and global commodities than does Innis’s more nar-
rowly defined and acknowledged body of scholarship in media theory. “Like 
more recent theorists,” Jody Berland writes, “Innis viewed colonial space as 
traversed space; not the empty landscape of a wilderness, or geometrical, ab-
stractly quantifiable space, but space that has been mapped and shaped by 
specific imperial forms of knowledge and administration.”71 Innis’s geograph-
ically and historically multilayered portrait of the fate of the colonial cod fish-
ery is a reminder that each resource frontier is nonetheless a “foreign form 
requiring translation,” a spatial and temporal colonial project of infrastruc-
tural mediation.72 Slow Disturbance shares Innis’s investment in troubling the 
subjectivities and infrastructures that stem from cod: fisherfolks and mis-
sionaries, hospitals and aerial surveying.

Yet what to do with Innis today? How to think alongside his insights on 
colonial resource practices rather than merely place his influence in a gene-
alogy of media theory? After all, resource frontiers, as Tsing claims, rely on 
“traveling theory.”73 This reminder of the fish coming first, prior to Innis’s 
investment in untangling imperial webs of communication, situates the ru-
ral periphery as a material site for thinking through the stakes of staples al-
ways destined to travel. Whether grain elevators on the Canadian prairies or 
coastal cable- landing sites in Hawaii, the full spectrum of Innis’s scholarship 
on colonial topographies foregrounds how the often forgotten rural is the de 
facto ground of networks of trade, transporation, and communication.74 One 
aim of Slow Disturbance is to provide dimensionality and depth, equally his-
toriographic in range, postcolonial in perspective, and topographical in scope, 
to the marginalized transit zones of historical extractive capitalism. For the 
Grenfell Mission, northern Newfoundland and Labrador, sites of both ex-
traction and transit, held the promise of a new colonial order. Much like Pe-
ter van Wyck’s exemplary mining of Innis’s “territorial archive” across the 
“highway of the atom,” this book follows the fate of the fisherfolk of northern 
Newfoundland and Labrador as shaped by the Grenfell Mission’s efforts at 
reform. This is an infrastructural trail that leads at once back in time to the 
colonial fishery and into an unknown future around North Atlantic extractive 
frontier making.75 I take inspiration from Innis’s emphasis on the structural, 
political, and economic conditions of resource frontiers, and I aim to follow 
this line of inquiry throughout in order to examine the experiential modali-
ties that underpin resource frontiers, that is, how the Grenfell Mission relied 
on particular processes of infrastructural mediation to shape the subjectivi-
ties of these North Atlantic settler colonists.
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Settler Infrastructure
Over the course of the 1880s, settler colonists engaged in the fisheries, espe-
cially those on the coast of Labrador, experienced several failed seasons. New-
foundland was a colony reliant on a single resource, and when this resource 
failed to deliver the needed standard of living to its labor force, the effects of 
this failure circulated widely and quickly, worsening what were already pre-
carious subsistence- living conditions in much of the colony. In 1891, the pre-
mier of Newfoundland, Sir William Whiteway, led a delegation to London to 
protest the imperial government’s imposition of restrictive fishing policies 
on the island’s west coast. Whiteway, in a report addressing the possibility of 
building a railway in Newfoundland, pointed to the structural economic con-
ditions that were leading to its financial and social precarity.

The question of the future of our growing population has, for some 
time, engaged the earnest attention of all thoughtful men in this coun-
try, and has been the subject of serious solicitude. The fisheries being 
our main source, and to a large extent the only dependence of the peo-
ple, those periodic partial failures which are incident to such pursuits 
continue to be attended with recurring visitations of pauperism, and 
there seems no remedy to be found for this condition of things but that 
which may lie in varied and extensive pursuits.76

This open- ended call to action was picked up by Francis Hopwood, a council 
member of the Royal National Mission to Deep Sea Fishermen and an assis-
tant solicitor at the Board of Trade. On the authorization of the fishermen 
mission’s council, Hopwood traveled to Newfoundland in the fall of 1891 to 
assess the possibility of bringing the fishermen’s mission’s activities to Brit-
ain’s oldest colony.

Hopwood’s visit did not take him to the remotest regions of the colony, yet 
through the secondhand accounts of such public officials as judges and gov-
ernment adiminstrators, as well as the private interests of newspaper editors, 
merchants, and clergymen, his findings ranged across the social, political, and 
economic conditions of those engaged in Britain’s broad network of migratory 
fishing. With the decline in export prices for saltfish in the 1880s; the increas-
ing protectionism of the French market; the ubiquitous practice of the truck 
system, which kept fishermen in a state of constant indenture to local mer-
chants and functioned on a barter system that excluded cash, thus forestalling 
the accumulation of capital savings; and, finally, the near absence of medical 
care, basic forms of administration, and law-keeping for the close to twenty- 
five thousand “floaters” who made the trip every summer to fish off the coast 
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of Labrador, all these factors combined to spur Hopwood to recommend in his 
report that the fishermen’s mission send a hospital ship the following sum-
mer. While Hopwood was careful to specify that this was to be an “experiment” 
rather than a permanent “institution,” he was nonetheless surprised at the 
conditions to be found among this settler Anglo- Saxon population and was 
confident that regulation would improve their conditions over time.77

On the council’s recommendation, the Albert was to set sail for the colony 
of Newfoundland from Yarmouth, a small port town in Norfolk, England, on 
June 15, 1892, with Dr. Wilfred Grenfell commissioned to serve as the hospi-
tal ship’s physician. Upon their July arrival in St. John’s, they found mostly 
charred ruins, the city having been virtually consumed by fire just a few days 
before. With almost every doctor in town unable to take patients, Grenfell 
established a temporary clinic onboard the Albert. With an eye on their de-
parture for the Labrador coast on August 2, Grenfell had already become ac-
quainted with a situation of scarcity and need and a disturbing, blackened 
tabula rasa for his emergent missionary practices and spiritual sense of ac-
tion. “I always have the feeling that, if we are to do a missionary work with 

Figure I.4. “St. John’s immediately after the fire.” Photograph from ms 254, Wilfred 

Grenfell’s personal album, 1889 – 1892, Wilfred Thomason Grenfell Papers.
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the spirit which I feel alone is of any value,” Grenfell writes, “our Mission 
should realise from the beginning that it is a work of sacrifice.”78

The Grenfell Mission came at a time of infrastructure. The Anglo- Saxon 
fisherfolk they were there to minister to were in need of a form of infrastruc-
tural care that was both hard and soft: hospital beds and cooperative finance. 
It was a form of care that brought together the mission’s emphasis on practi-
cal therapy and its turn to infrastructure building and maintenance in order 
to create what they saw as reformed social, economic, and, in time, environ-
mental conditions for the fisherfolk to flourish under the broad tenets of the 
social gospel movement. Their North Atlantic resource frontier was just that, 
a frontier that had to be settled and resettled, accommodated, and brought 
up to a mobile imperial standard that was enacted periodically and haphaz-
ardly, largely depending on a given colony’s strategic importance in the Brit-
ish Empire’s wider network of trade. Grenfell, pursuing a brand of muscular 
Christianity driven by practical action, was ready to deploy a full spectrum of 
reforms to reshape not only the economic conditions that prevailed on the 
coasts but also the very social and environmental realities that he found upon 
his arrival in 1892 — a meeting of indifferent ocean, wind- contoured coasts, 
and indebted settler colonists who fished to go on living. The Grenfell Mis-
sion was an infrastructure- making project — and, so, a practice of perpetuat-
ing and projecting settler lives.

The array of reformative practices listed above were part of a responsive, 
if not particularly coordinated, strategy on the part of the mission to fashion 
what they saw as a more equitable, racially sound, and spiritually driven col-
ony that would work in symbiotic extractive harmony with its North Atlantic 
ecology.79 The fisherfolk were indeed “toilers of the deep,” and the “deep” was 
an environmental zone wherein laboring men could acquire hearty morals 
and physiques through extended and intimate exposure to the hardships of 
cold, dark North Atlantic waters. The mission had this fascination with and 
commitment to infrastructuralism: how building, meeting standards, and 
devising practices of reform and care could shore up the colony. They were 
builders of colonial infrastructures that had to stand in for imperial forms 
of administration and a robust “state of the nation.”80 The mission was in-
vested in the propagation of an evangelical Protestant logistics: a homiletics 
that took infrastructural development as its central tenet. “The job of logis-
tical media is to organize and orient, to arrange people and property, often 
into grids. They both coordinate and subordinate, arranging relationships 
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among people and things.”81 North Atlantic things (including people) could 
be improved. Thus, the mission’s evangelical reformative practices were in-
frastructural in their attempts at constantly remaking and reforming the 
relationships between the fisherfolk and their ambient, extraction- driven  
environment.

This merging of reformative practices and sited environment starts to 
complicate how the story of infrastructure, particularly in colonial contexts, 
is “one of disconnection, containment, and dispossession.”82 The Grenfell 
Mission’s role in building, maintaining, updating, and repairing a settler in-
frastructure is an untold story as well as a contribution to foregrounding how 
site- specific histories underlie faded, ruinous, and just simply paved- over set-
tler infrastructures. As Deborah Cowen asserts, “Infrastructures reach across 
time, building uneven relations of the past into the future, cementing their 
persistence. In colonial and settler colonial contexts, infrastructure is often 
the means of dispossession, and the material force that implants colonial 
economies and socialities. Infrastructures thus highlight the issue of com-
peting and overlapping jurisdiction — matters of both time and space.”83 The 
durational dimensions of infrastructural mediation can account for how the 
mission’s infrastructure making coalesced across decades, and this process 
was indeed reliant on means of dispossession in order to assemble a recon-
ceived settler colonial resource frontier. Slow Disturbance situates the mis-
sion’s ministry within an infrastructural zone that aimed to bring the settler 
colonist fisherfolk up to international medical, financial, and cartographic 
standards.84 Each chapter examines how such an infrastructural zone came 
into being through the incremental reduction of infrastructural difference 
the mission undertook through its elaborate practices of reform — infrastruc-
tural difference could be made to account for the material lack that the “ne-
glected” settler fisherfolk experienced. “Infrastructure is by definition future 
oriented,” Cowen writes; “it is assembled in the service of worlds to come. In-
frastructure demands a focus on what underpins and enables formations of 
power and the material organization of everyday life.”85 The Grenfell Mission 
staked its claim in remaking and projecting this particular North Atlantic co-
lonial world. Their infrastructural work was a case of both imagining alterna-
tive infrastructures to those of the prevailing and usually inequitable impe-
rial and capitalist resource economies while also making that work complicit 
in the maintenance of a settler colonial project.

This specificity gives the minor Grenfell Mission story the capacity to shift 
current conceptions of settler colonial infrastructure toward a nested and al-
most circular history that oscillates between repair and maintenance stem-
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ming from an original, if drawn out, settlement of dispossession. The settler 
colonial project itself becomes a metaphoric road that has to be constantly 
maintained, filled in, touched up, and tweaked in going from dirt to gravel to 
asphalt. The Grenfell Mission was precisely engaged in service to the building 
of multiple worlds to come, equally material as spiritual, which makes of their 
infrastructural work itself a part of its homiletic practice. As the chapters that 
follow bear out, infrastructure for the mission was the “process of relation-
ship building and maintenance” of both material standards of improvement 
and the modes of existing within those standards, with both of these sub-
stantively modified by the prevailing ecological conditions of northern New-
foundland and Labrador.86

As “The Way It Was, St. Anthony, 1959” will touch on in more detail, it is 
the Grenfell Mission’s infrastructural legacy that stretches on most defini-
tively into a future that is still in the making. This processual and time- based 
conception of mediation is also one that can extend to phenomena, such as 
infrastructure, that are process- based, future- oriented, and encompass hu-
man and nonhuman agencies.87 Attending to the forms of infrastructural me-
diation that produce them across resource frontiers can allow for an appre-
hension of their becoming, that they are relationships which emerge, that are 
durational. In the early days of the twentieth century, the Grenfell Mission 
intuited that it was through infrastructure building that a reformed colonial 
reality could come into being. Infrastructure was the impetus and product 
of an imperial resource frontier’s real and imagined geographies. In a settler 
state such as Canada, and as Innis delineated in his tracing of the resource 
routes drawn by the fur trade and other extraction- driven forms of colonial 
commodity production, infrastructure would become concretized as a phe-
nomenon that is at once ecological and social, material and relational — as 
Berland so aptly puts it: “The wheat cannot be understood separately from 
the train, and vice- versa.”88 So too, today, the promise of fish in a place such 
as St. Anthony, the mission’s former headquarters, cannot be understood 
separately from the infrastructural work that the Grenfell Mission put in over 
the course of much of the twentieth century. What lies both behind and be-
yond this past promise of fish and, more specifically, the promises of North 
Atlantic extractions to come? The answer lies outside of the realm of the cold- 
water shrimp fishery that has gained momentum in northern Newfoundland 
over the past decade or so. Behind this commitment to extraction lies the 
imaginative capacity that inheres in infrastructure building. Alternatives to 
prevailing conditions emerge when infrastructure is built. This was a founda-
tional principle that the Grenfell Mission articulated through their evangel-
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ical lens — maintenance and repair of infrastructure meant the maintenance 
and repair of fisherfolk lives. (I address this in more detail in chapter 2.)

This commitment to a conception of infrastructure that is hard as well 
as soft, material and social, echoes current investments in staking a sense 
of hope in the alternative politics (and lifeworlds) certain infrastructural 
commitments can enact. I extend and articulate Berlant’s understanding of 
“living mediation,” which parallels Kember and Zylinska’s understanding of 
the process, in order to draw attention to how infrastructure can move along 
with and reflect a given social formation’s relational becoming.89 Infrastruc-
tural mediation is suggestive of potential re- form as well. This echoes the 
Grenfell Mission’s mobile conceptions of infrastructural care and work that 
could sustain the emergence of alternative economic and social conditions for 
the settler fisherfolk. It is the very longevity of the mission, with a presence 
in the colony, then province, from the 1890s until the 1980s, that provides a 
slowed down, colonial lens through which to apprehend the making of a set-
tler infrastructural world: “What constitutes infrastructure in contrast are 
the patterns, habits, norms, and scenes of assemblage and use. Collective af-
fect gets attached to it too, to the sense of its inventiveness and promise of 
dynamic reciprocity.”90 How to track across this processual reciprocity? How 
to make out, through immersion in the formative moments of these practices 
of infrastructural design, maintenance, and repair, infrastructures as medi-
ating processes?

It is also here that the mission’s infrastructural work exceeds its missionary 
institutionalizing frame. Grenfell often characterized the mission’s work as 
self- eliminating. In time, the fisherfolk would be fully independent, healthy, 
faith- abiding, and productive settler colonists once more. In the final issue of 
the Mission journal, Among the Deep Sea Fishers, which appeared in July 1981, 
Dr. Peter J. Roberts, then executive director of Grenfell Regional Health Ser-
vices, opens the issue with his impressions of the “process of change” for the 
mission that was coming to an end.91 Roberts uses the trope of a single trip on 
the mission plane, one of innumerable routine flights he took on the North-
ern Peninsula, from Roddickton to Deep Harbour, to review the iga’s past in 
what he admits is selective and sped- up recall. “One cannot consider life in 
this area without knowing ‘the Mission,’ ” he writes. “Undoubtedly, there was 
life here before the Mission and there will be life here after it is gone, but as 
long as it existed the iga was an essential part of the life of Northern New-
foundland and Labrador.”92 In an echo of Grenfell’s own moral purposeful-
ness, Roberts sets out the essential, enduring core of the mission: “This trip 
through time clearly isolates the essential fact that people have served with, 
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and for, their fellows and that no matter how grand or menial their work may 
have been they have contributed to this worldly life. No mere detail must 
obscure this fact for herein lies the greatest achievement: the Mission pro-
vided the means for all these people to serve their fellow man.”93 This is the 
above all else infrastructural collective affect that lives on from the Grenfell 
Mission’s enduring commitment to infrastructural mediation. It was and is 
an alternative material and social infrastructure that has attained a regional 
reality in northern Newfoundland and Labrador, a settler infrastructure of 
repair and renewal that has settled into the current real and imagined bound-
aries of its North Atlantic resource frontier. Environmental media studies, 
and the environmental humanities more broadly, can begin to attend to the 
submerged affective registers that are shared, shaped, and coextensive be-
tween human and nonhuman agents and that are set into relation by infra-
structural arrangements.

The case of St. Anthony, as a sited placeholder for the mission’s regional 
influence as a whole, exemplifies the tendency to overlook mediation as a 
“process of change,” as Roberts would have it, which takes place between real 
world institutions, people, and diverse human and nonhuman infrastruc-
tures. Mediation is not only oriented toward a movement of channeling and 
becoming; it is also a process capable of registration and stasis. Mediation can 
be cyclical and take place in situ. Today, St. Anthony, with its deep harbor and 
a long relationship to the Atlantic at its mouth, has a fifty thousand square 
foot cold storage facility, factory- freezer trawlers that sit at its edge, and an 
impressive communications antenna atop the rise that marks its North At-
lantic entrance. It has a shrimp- processing facility, jointly owned with Clear-
water Seafoods, that processes roughly five and a half million pounds of cold- 
water shrimp per year.94 It has a tourist trade built up around the Grenfell 
Interpretation Centre and the whales, icebergs, and majestic scenery that 
are a short boat ride away. It has the Charles S. Curtis Memorial Hospital, 
an institution that serves the Northern Peninsula and Labrador for a range 
of specialized medical services. It has the Viking Mall, St. Anthony Elemen-
tary School, Harriot Curtis Collegiate, and the Polar Centre, which comprises a 
hockey arena, conference center, and an indoor walking track. St. Anthony has 
roads, streetlights, a traffic light, a sewer system. Within the province cum col-
ony’s history of remote, poverty- stricken outport communities, St. Anthony 
would seem to have it all. Yet what it lacks is an open- ended and secure sense 
of a future. As with many industries in the province, St. Anthony’s future is 
seasonal. A looming threat is the onset of a prolonged economic winter. To 
a serious degree, these are problems of infrastructural mediation, that is, a 
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resource- driven societal conjuncture defined by its infrastructural networks 
of exchange, time, and distance. What the town does nonetheless possess is 
a profoundly anchoring past that is shaped by the affective ties the mission’s 
infrastructural care and work performed over so many decades. It is a place of 
settled infrastructure. While no longer the missionary outpost of old, St. An-
thony is sustained through its own performance of the minor and marginal 
Grenfell Mission story. Its residents, particularly those who experienced the 
heyday of the mission’s influence in the 1950s, can attest to the “inventive-
ness and promise,” to the “dynamic reciprocity” that inhered in what the mis-
sion built, arranged, made happen — an affective settler infrastructure that 
lives on in all manner of community groups, voluntarism, town festivals, and 
a diffuse pride in “the way it was” made.95 “Alternative worlds require alter-
native infrastructures,” Cowen writes, “systems that allow for sustenance and 
reproduction.”96 Resource frontiers give rise to a horizon of infrastructural 
worlds — settler, colonial, and settled.

Figure I.5. Signage for the 

Viking Mall in St. Anthony, 

Newfoundland and Labrador, 

2011. Photograph  

by author.
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